The Comoros Show the Earliest Austronesian Gene Flow into the Swahili Corridor
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At the dawn of the second millennium, the expansion of the Indian Ocean trading network aligned with the emergence of an outward-oriented community along the East African coast to create a cosmopolitan cultural and trading zone known as the Swahili Corridor. On the basis of analyses of new genome-wide genotyping data and uniparental data in 276 individuals from coastal Kenya and the Comoros islands, along with large-scale genetic datasets from the Indian Ocean rim, we reconstruct historical population dynamics to show that the Swahili Corridor is largely an eastern Bantu genetic continuum. Limited gene flows from the Middle East can be seen in Swahili and Comorian populations at dates corresponding to historically documented contacts. However, the main admixture event in southern insular populations, particularly Comorian and Malagasy groups, occurred with individuals from Island Southeast Asia as early as the 8th century, reflecting an earlier dispersal from this region. Remarkably, our results support recent archaeological and linguistic evidence-based suggestions that the Comoros archipelago was the earliest location of contact between Austronesian and African populations in the Swahili Corridor.

Introduction

The economic development of the Indian Ocean trading network led to the emergence of regional geopolitical powers, and the Swahili Corridor represented its African pole.1–3 Eventually comprising a string of city-states along the East African coast and offshore islands, from southern Somalia in the north to the Comoros archipelago, Madagascar, and Central Mozambique in the south, this was a major zone of proto-globalization that, at various times, featured direct contact between populations from Africa, the Middle East, South Asia, and Island Southeast Asia. During cyclical periods of intense trading, this dense network of interactions drove the flow of goods, ideas, and crucially, genes.4–6

The Swahili culture began to emerge during the first millennium CE from small-scale coastal and island Bantu communities engaged in farming, fishing, hunting, pottery, iron production, and local as well as Indian Ocean trade.1,7,8 As a result of their unique geographical position at a cross-road between Africa and the Indian Ocean world and their exploitation of maritime resources, the Swahili became merchant middlemen, providing inland African markets with iron, textiles, shell beads, and agricultural produce in return for gold, ivory, and slaves for inter-regional trade. With the intensification of the Indian Ocean trading network at the beginning of the second millennium, together with maritime technological developments, notably the emergence of larger boats, these coastal dwellers began sailing farther afield to far-distant locations in the Middle East and western India.7 Urban centers were accordingly restructured with the extension of ports, the building of coral-rag “stonehouses,” and the movement of mosques closer to the shore.7 The intensity of exchanges between Swahili villages and trading towns over many centuries was a major driver of the cultural unity of the Swahili Corridor. Major entrepôts established on the East African coast and islands rapidly became cosmopolitan centers in which the Swahili cohabited at various times with merchants from the Middle East and Asia.1–3,6

While trade links to the Middle East played a key role in the emergence of the Swahili Corridor, the southern part of the region, particularly Madagascar, was shaped by contact with the Austronesian world far to the east.7 Originating in Island Southeast Asia, the Austronesian dispersal across the Indian Ocean was mostly mediated by traders
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linked to Southeast Asian maritime polities. Dominating maritime routes, Island Southeast Asian traders were one of the main geopolitical powers of the region, notably during the reign of the Srivijaya Empire (6th–13th centuries). Despite being centered on the Malaysian Peninsula, Sumatra, and Java islands, the empire established several trading posts around the Indonesian archipelago. In Southeast Borneo, they controlled the important strategic entrepôt of Banjarmasin, and their long-standing presence in this area put the Malay in contact with local groups such as the Ma’anyan, creating new population dynamics marked by long-distance migrations. We have previously shown that the group who descended from this contact, the Banjar, are currently the closest population to the ancestors of the Asian genetic background found in the Malagasy, 7,500 km away. This migration is also reflected in the Malagasy language, which is closely related to the Ma’anyan language but also borrows from Malay and includes minor contributions from African languages (mainly Sabaki, a branch of Bantu). Contact appears to have occurred during a time of peak activity in the Indian Ocean trading network, most likely after a migration following a direct route across the Indian Ocean. However, the broader history of Austronesian settlement in East Africa remains unclear. The presence of Island Southeast Asians in Madagascar and the Comoros archipelago is supported by archaeological analyses of ancient crop remains, which reveal that Asian species, such as rice, dominated agricultural subsistence from the early stages of settlement on these islands. On the continent and nearby coastal islands, Asian crops were only identified in minor proportions at a small number of sites (mainly trading ports) and only became dominant in rare cases several centuries later. This pattern suggests that long-term Austronesian settlement could have been limited to these two insular territories. Present-day populations on Madagascar and the Comoros have genetic inheritance from Island Southeast Asia, pointing to commonality in the genetic ancestry of Malagasy and Comorian groups. Nonetheless, the two regions also possess important differences, notably linguistic ones: an Austronesian language, Malagasy, is spoken today on Madagascar, and a Bantu Sabaki language, Comorian, is spoken in the Comoros. In addition, uniparental markers have shown higher Middle Eastern gene flow and more limited Austronesian inheritance in Comorians than in Malagasy. Recent archaeological data suggest that Austronesian settlement might have occurred earlier in the Comoros (8th–11th centuries) than in Madagascar (11th–13th centuries), though data is limited. All of these studies highlight the complex dynamics of the Austronesian dispersal into the Swahili Corridor.

By analyzing uniparental and genome-wide genetic diversities in several modern Kenyan Swahili communities together with Comorian groups, we have dual objectives: (1) to characterize the historical genetic interactions that took place along the Swahili Corridor and (2) to reconstruct the phases of Austronesian dispersal into East Africa.

Material and Methods

Sample Collection and Ethics
A total of 276 DNA samples were sampled from six groups in Kenya and the Comoros islands: Swahili communities from Mombasa (n = 31), Kilifi (n = 93), and the Lamu archipelago (n = 104) in Kenya, and Comorian communities from Anjouan (n = 16), Grande Comore (n = 18), and Moheli (n = 15) in the Comoros archipelago (Figure S1). All samples were collected from healthy unrelated adult donors, all of whom provided written informed consent. DNA from Comorians was extracted from blood samples with a standard salting-out procedure. DNA from Swahilis was extracted from saliva samples with the Oragene sampling kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In each location, after a full presentation of the project to a wide audience, a discussion with each individual willing to participate ensured that the project was fully understood. Once participants had signed informed-consent forms, we interviewed them to obtain information on their date and place of birth, their spoken language(s), and similar data related to their genealogy (up to 2nd or 3rd generation) to establish local ancestry. This sampling strategy, for which we have long-standing experience, allows a relatively random sampling of anthropological interest. This study was approved by the French Ethics Committees (Committees of Protection of Persons) and the Lamu Council of Elders (Lamu County, Kenya). A subset of 140 individuals from our sampling was used for genome-wide genotyping: Swahili communities from Mombasa (n = 23), Kilifi (n = 37), and the Lamu archipelago (n = 31); and Comorian communities from Anjouan (n = 16), Grande Comore (n = 18), and Moheli (n = 15). Genome-wide SNP genotyping was performed with the Illumina HumanOmni5 Bead Chip (Illumina), which surveys 4,284,426 single-nucleotide markers regularly spaced across the genome. See Accession Numbers.

Paternal lineages of the Swahili groups were characterized via a method described previously (n = 109). DNA quantity for the Comorian samples prevented us from performing analyses on the non-recombining region of the Y chromosome (NRY). In brief, 96 binary markers on the NRY were analyzed with a nanofluidic dynamic array and the BioMark HD system (Fluidigm, USA). Haplogroups were assigned on the basis of the updated ISOGG Y-DNA haplogroup tree and the Y-Phylotree (Table S1). The full list of markers is described by Kusuma and colleagues. We characterized paternal lineages for all samples by sequencing the complete mtDNA (n = 276). In brief, double bar-coded libraries were prepared and enriched for mtDNA as described previously. Base calling, quality filtering, and further steps aimed at obtaining consensus sequences were carried out as described previously. Sequences (see Accession Numbers) were then analyzed and aligned against the revised Cambridge Reference Sequence (rCRS) with MAFFT aligner v7. Mitochondrial haplogroups were determined with the HaploGrep program based on PhyloTree build 17 (Table S2).

Dataset
We gathered genome-wide data from previously published studies of populations from Africa, Madagascar, the Middle East, Southeast Asia, South Asia, East Asia, and Europe (Table S3). Two datasets were compiled respective to their analytical use: a low-SNP-density dataset of populations covering a large geographical area and a high-SNP-density dataset of populations comprising a more
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limited subset of the populations of the low-SNP-density dataset. To avoid any statistical bias that might result from the over-representation of some populations in the datasets, we randomly selected a maximum of 25 individuals for each group, such that each population had between 4 and 25 individuals. We applied quality controls by using Plink v1.9.32 to filter for and exclude (1) close relatives by using an identity-by-descent (IBD) estimation with an upper threshold of 0.25 (second-degree relatives); (2) SNPs that failed the Hardy-Weinberg exact test (p < 10−6) within each group; (3) samples with a call rate < 0.99 and displaying missing rates > 0.05 across all samples in each population; and (4) variants in high linkage disequilibrium (r2 > 0.2). After this filtering, the low-SNP-density dataset included 3,477 individuals from 193 populations genotyped for 171,728 SNPs, and the high-SNP-density dataset included 1,664 individuals from 83 populations genotyped for 411,432 SNPs. All genotypes in the high-SNP-density dataset were then phased with SHAPEIT v2.r790.34 with the 1000Genomes phased data34 as a reference panel and the HapMap phase 2 genetic map.35

Comparative datasets of uniparental haplogroup data were compiled from published data. The NRY dataset comprises 4,831 individuals from 72 populations, and the mtDNA dataset comprises 4,281 individuals from 59 populations (Tables S4 and S5).

Statistical Analyses

The genetic diversity of our dataset pruned for LD was first analyzed by Principal Components Analysis (PCA) computed with EIGENSOFT v6.0.1.36 We used EEMS v1.37 to define genetic barriers and corridors on a geographic map. We used approximate geographic coordinates and a genetic dissimilarity matrix between population and a map of the East African coast defining a grid of 500 modeled demes. Depending on their location, several populations can be included in one deme, whose size increases accordingly. We ran 3 × 106 MCMC iterations before checking for convergence of the MCMC chain (Figure S2). Plots were generated in R v3.2.2 according to instructions in the EEMS v1 manual.37 Runs of homozygosity and inbreeding coefficient analyses were performed in PLINK v1.9. Uniparental genetic diversity of our datasets was analyzed by PCA with SPSS v20.0.38 and FST genetic distances were analyzed with ARLEQUIN v3.5.2.2.39

Three-population (β3) statistics40 were computed for each trio of populations, comprising two populations from the low-SNP density dataset and either a Swahili or a Comorian group, so that groups showing potential admixture events could be identified. Genetic ancestries of the pruned dataset were estimated by ADMIXTURE v1.3.41, with default settings, for components K = 2 to K = 30 on both autosomal and X chromosome data. Ten iterations with randomized seeds were run and compiled with CLUMPK v1.42 We used the minimum average cross-validation value to define the most informative K components (here, K = 26 for autosomal data and K = 3 for the X chromosome data), and the major modes defined by CLUMPK v1.42 are reported. We calculated sex-biased admixture by performing t tests between ancestries estimated for autosomes and the X chromosome at K = 3, which defines an Asian component, an African component, and a Middle Eastern component. Plots were obtained with Genesis v0.2.5.43 TreeMix v1.12 analysis44 was performed with all South African, East African, and Island Southeast Asian populations in the low-SNP-density dataset (npop = 88); setting blocks to 200 SNPs accounted for linkage disequilibrium, and migration edges were added sequentially until the model explained 99% of the variance.

Population structure of the phased high-density dataset was evaluated with the fineSTRUCTURE v2.07 package.45 This package performs a model-based Bayesian clustering of genotypes based on the shared IBD fragments between each pair of individuals, without self-copying, calculated with Chromopainter v2.0.45 From the results, a coancestry heatmap and a dendrogram were inferred to visualize the number of statistically defined clusters that describe the data (Figure S3). This procedure, along with PCA, is commonly used to identify individuals as potential genetic outliers. Genetic clustering, based on shared ancestry, reduces the noise that can result from having individuals with different ancestries in the same geographic population, such as in the case of recent migrants, in analyses regarding past demographic events.46,47 Most of these correspond to anthropologically defined populations, such as those on each Comorian island. Each of these groups was analyzed individually in the IBD-based analyses. The one exception is the Swahili populations, which show no substructure between the three communities (Figure S3), leading us to include all Swahili individuals in a single cluster. However, for anthropological reasons, we also perform these analyses with their location as a clustering factor. Haplotype sharing between pairs of individuals was estimated from the phased high-SNP-density dataset by the Refined IBD algorithm in Beagle v4.0.47,48 filtering for detected fragments with a logarithm of odds ratio greater than 3. Detected fragments between the same pairs of populations were summed, normalized by the number of individuals, and visualized with Cytoscape v3.2.1.49 All maps used in the present study were generated with Global Mapper v15. Local ancestry analysis in Comorian and Malagasy individuals was performed via PCAmix v1.0.50 with three parental metapopulations of 100 individuals with African ancestry (randomly selected from Yoruba, South African Bantu from Soweto, Baka Pygmy from Cameroon, Kenyan Luhya, and Swahili groups), Middle Eastern ancestry (randomly selected from UAE Dubai Arab, Saudi, Yemeni, and Iranian groups), and Asian ancestry (randomly selected from Chinese Han, Indian Brahmin, Indonesian Banjar, Bajo, Ma’an, Singaporean Malay, and Filipino Kankanaey “Igorot” groups). The phased Comorian and Malagasy data were screened with linkage disequilibrium information so that the probability of common ancestry of each haplotype with each “parental” metapopulation could be defined. The Viterbi algorithm was then used for masking all haplotypes according to Asian and Middle Eastern ancestries in the Comorian and Malagasy individuals. β3 statistics,40 FST calculations with EIGENSOFT v6.0.1.36 and TreeMix v1.12 analyses were then performed on this masked dataset (12,283 SNPs for 3477 individuals). Haplotype “painting” with Chromopainter v2.45 was performed on the high-density SNP dataset, and each cluster of populations was defined as a target or as either a donor or a surrogate according to the anthropological question addressed. Running an estimation-maximization algorithm in Chromopainter v2 on all 22 autosomes for the entire dataset with 10 iterations provided estimates of mutational rates and effective population size parameters.45 The weighted average of these parameters, according to the SNP coverage of each chromosome and the number of individuals, was then used for computing the chromosomal painting. Each cluster of Swahili, Comorian, and Malagasy populations was successively identified as a target, and the others were identified as surrogates. Because common ancestry between Comorian and Malagasy individuals was a possibility, we ran two chromosomal paintings for each group and allowed one to be a surrogate of the other (unidirectionally only). For all Comorian and Malagasy population, both outputs were analyzed
in parallel. We used the painted chromosomes obtained for each cluster in GLOBETROTTER v1.0 \textsuperscript{51} to estimate the ratios and dates of the potential admixture events characterizing them. We estimated coancestry curves with and without standardization by using a “NULL” individual, and we checked consistency between each estimated parameter. We performed 100 bootstrap resamplings to estimate the probability value of the admixture events (if we considered the “NULL” individual) and the 95% confidence interval for the obtained dates (if we did not consider the “NULL” individual). The “best-guess” scenario given by GLOBETROTTER v1.0 \textsuperscript{51} was considered for each target population. By using the parental populations given by GLOBETROTTER v1.0, \textsuperscript{51} we also estimated dates of admixture with MALDER v1, \textsuperscript{52} a modified version of the ALDER v1.3 \textsuperscript{52} software designed to allow observation of multiple admixture events. The estimated dates of genetic admixture most likely reflects the midpoint or endpoint of noticeable admixture, rather than the start of this contact. \textsuperscript{53} Dates of admixture, given in generations, were converted to chronological time with a generation interval of 29 years. \textsuperscript{54,55} A correlation test and t tests were performed with SPSS v20.0. \textsuperscript{38}

**Results**

**Population Structure**

The genome-wide genetic diversity of the Comorian and Kenyan Swahili communities together with populations from a low-SNP-density comparative dataset (3,477 individuals genotyped for 171,728 SNPs) can be represented by a PCA (Figure 1A; Table S3). This analysis shows that the Kenyan Swahili individuals overlap with other mainland Sub-Saharan groups and that the Swahili communities cannot be distinguished from one another, except for a few outlying individuals. Comorian individuals fall between the Swahili and Malagasy, the latter group being pulled away from the African pole by their Asian ancestry. In analyses of African individuals alone, both the Swahili and Comorian individuals cluster together with Bantu-speakers and Malagasy (Figure S4). The same pattern is reflected on PCAs and \(F_{ST}\) genetic distances with both mtDNA and Y chromosome (NRY) data (Figure S5; Tables S2, S3, S6, and S7). Uniparental data show that the vast majority of lineages in these six groups belong to haplogroups frequent in Africa (mtDNA: L* haplogroup: 95.4%; NRY: E* and B* haplogroups: 99.1%), and there is only a limited presence of Asian lineages (mtDNA F3b1b in one individual from Grande Comore and NRY O2a in one Swahili individual from Kilifi) (Tables S1 and S2). Furthermore, Comorian and Kenyan Swahili groups show genome-wide diversity values (runs of homozygosity; Figure S6) similar to those observed in neighboring populations, but we note that Comorian groups have relatively less diversity than Malagasy groups, which could occur as a result of their smaller island environment or a lower level of admixture.
These results converge with a fineSTRUCTURE\textsuperscript{15} analysis that characterizes the genetic structure of these individuals, together with samples from a high-SNP-density comparative dataset (1,664 individuals genotyped for 411,432 SNPs; Table S3; Figure S3). This analysis identifies 70 groups of individuals that can be statistically defined as genetically separated populations\textsuperscript{15} according to their shared genetic profiles (IBD) (Figure S3). Whereas Comorians cluster together genetically according to their respective islands, the three Kenyan Swahili communities are undifferentiated and form a single cluster. Nine Swahili individuals fall outside this main cluster and instead group with Somali individuals and perhaps reflecting recent migrants (Figure S3). These individuals are also outliers in the PCA plot and were excluded from subsequent analyses of the Swahili because these data would bias analyses on past demographic processes. However, we note that they represent a non-negligible number of individuals in our sampling (9 out of 91), suggesting a relatively important number of recently integrated individuals of Somali origin, many of whom are present in Kenya.\textsuperscript{56} into Swahili groups. Kenyan Swahili individuals have shared IBD fragments mainly with other Bantu speakers, notably the eastern and southern Bantu. This indicates that the three Swahili communities form a homogeneous genetic cluster that is differentiated from other sub-Saharan individuals and, notably, from other East Africans, thus emphasizing the uniqueness of the Swahili genome. The Kenyan Swahili show limited IBD sharing with individuals from Ethiopia and Somalia and non-Bantu-speakers in Kenya. Beyond continental Bantu speakers, Kenyan Swahili individuals share a substantial proportion of IBD fragments with Comorian and Malagasy individuals and thus cluster together with those groups (Figure S3). Comorian individuals also cluster into homogeneous genetic groups according to their respective island of origin: Anjouan, Moheli, or Grande Comore.

The shared genetic ancestry between Swahili, Comorian, and Malagasy groups was visualized by an EEMS\textsuperscript{37} plot, which shows genetic differentiation between East African populations in the low-SNP-density comparative dataset (Figure 1B). Strong genetic barriers were identified between the Swahili communities and other continental African populations, particularly Ethiopian groups. The plot also reveals a striking genetic continuum from the Kenyan Swahili groups to the Comorians and the Malagasy. This pattern is reflected in $F_{ST}$ genetic distances as well, and Comorian groups are as genetically close to the Swahili as they are to the Malagasy (Table S8). On the continent, Swahili groups show lower genetic differentiation (i.e., low $F_{ST}$ values) with Bantu-speaking groups in Kenya and South Africa.

These observations agree with a RefinedIBD\textsuperscript{47,48} analysis (Figure S7) that shows high IBD sharing between Swahili, Comorians, and Malagasy. It is particularly striking that Swahili individuals share more genetic material with Comorians than with other continental African groups such as the Luhya, another Bantu-speaking group from Kenya. The genetic continuity is also shown by the high level of mtDNA haplotype sharing between Comorian and Swahili groups (Figure S8; Table S2). All of these analyses emphasize the sea-oriented focus of Swahili populations, formalizing the Swahili Corridor as a genetic continuum.

**Admixture Scenario**

Having characterized the genetic continuum of the Swahili Corridor, we then analyzed the genetic ancestries that define it. All Swahili and Comorian communities result from admixture processes ($\beta$-statistics $Z$ score $<-2$; Table S9). The lowest significant $\beta$ statistical results for Swahili communities are obtained for an admixture scenario between a South African Bantu group and a Eurasian group, and the most significant scenario for the Comorians, as well as for the Malagasy, involves a South African Bantu group and a Southeast Asian group. The genetic ancestries present in the low-SNP-density dataset were then decomposed with ADMIXTURE\textsuperscript{41} (Figure 2; Figure S9). The lowest cross-validation values are obtained when 26 ancestries are defined (Figure S10). The Swahili populations have one major component (dark green in Figure 2) that is also present in other Bantu-speaking groups, but in higher percentages, similar those in South Africa. Other minor ancestries are shared with populations from the Horn of Africa (brown gradient) and western Bantu speakers (light green). No Asian or Middle Eastern genetic ancestry is distinguishable in the Kenyan Swahili, highlighting the indigenous African origins of the Swahili people. This absence is the main difference between the Kenyan Swahili and Comorians, who do share genetic ancestry with Middle Eastern (purple gradient: 6%-7%) and Island Southeast Asian individuals (yellow gradient: 8%-9%). Comorians show larger Middle Eastern and smaller Southeast Asian ancestral components than do the Malagasy. The main Swahili ancestry (dark green) is shared by both Comorian and Malagasy populations, confirming the previously outlined Swahili genetic continuum, albeit with increased complexity as a result of specific ancestries from the Middle East and Southeast Asia.

This pattern is confirmed by a PCAdmix\textsuperscript{50} analysis in which the African ancestry of the Comorians and Malagasy was extracted and analyzed separately (Figure S11). In a TReEMIX\textsuperscript{44} analysis on this African ancestry, alongside $\beta$ outgroup statistics and $F_{ST}$ distances, the Comorians and Malagasy are shown to be genetically linked to the African continent by the major ancestry components present in Bantu speakers, notably the Kenyan Swahili (Figure S11; Table S10). This African ancestry component differentiates Bantu-speaking groups from Cushitic-speaking groups, emphasizing the Bantu genetic origin of the Swahili Corridor (Figure S12).

As observed in the ADMIXTURE\textsuperscript{41} plot, the Bantu genetic continuum of the Swahili Corridor is not defined by an IBD model but rather by differential gene flows,
notably from the Horn of Africa, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia (Figure 2). A TREEMIX analysis shows that the Kenyan Swahili, Malagasy, and Comorian groups are all closely related (Figure S13). As expected, significant gene flow from island Southeast Asian populations into the Malagasy (33%–39%) was detected.

Admixture scenarios were then estimated with GLOBETROTTER and MALDER, giving highly correlated dates of admixture ($r^2 = 0.78; p = 0.002$). All of the estimated dates reflect the most recent detectable admixture events. We computed the admixture scenario for the Kenyan Swahili by treating all three communities analyzed as single group. The best-fit scenario was obtained for two admixture events, first, a South African Bantu population (South Africa from Soweto: 38%) and a Central African Bantu population (Namibia Kwangali: 62%) around 2193 YBP (95% CI: 1070–3312 YBP). This was followed by a second wave of gene flows from a South African Bantu population (South Africa from Soweto: 88%) and a population from the Horn of Africa (Ethiopian Oromo: 12%) around 577 YBP (95% CI: 200–682 YBP) (Figure 3; Table S11). These scenarios are confirmed by MALDER for the Swahili from Kilifi (1262 ± 197 YBP and 220 ± 67 YBP; Table S12).

Admixture scenarios were also estimated for the Comorian groups. When the Malagasy are excluded from being surrogates (so there is no potential bias because of their close ancestry), all Comorian communities have a best-fit scenario between a Swahili group (Swahili from Mombasa: 80%–87%) and an Island Southeast Asian group (Indonesian Banjar or Singaporean Malay: 17%–20%) around 792–1197 YBP (Table S11). These scenarios are confirmed by MALDER (Table S12). However, Comorian communities from Anjouan and Moheli both show significant secondary gene flows (Figure 3; Table S11). Comorians from Anjouan result from a second admixture event between a Swahili group (Swahili from Mombasa: 74%) and a Middle Eastern group (UAE Dubai Arab: 26%) around 459 YBP (95% CI: 35–673 YBP). Comorians from Moheli have a second genetic input from a Swahili group (Swahili from Mombasa: 85%) and an Island Southeast Asian group (Indonesian Banjar or Singaporean Malay: 15%) around 145 YBP (95% CI: 41–258 YBP). We note that if Malagasy groups are allowed as surrogates, then this second admixture event in Comorians from Moheli appears to come from a Swahili group (Swahili from Mombasa: 74%) and a Malagasy group (Malagasy Antemoro: 26%) around 90 YBP (95% CI: 34–319 YBP) (Table S11), suggesting that this secondary gene flow could come from Madagascar.

All Malagasy groups result from a one-date admixture scenario between a Swahili group (Swahili from Mombasa: 63%–67%) and an Island Southeast Asian group (Indonesian Banjar: 33%–37%) around 742–876 YBP (Tables S11 and S12). If Comorians are allowed as surrogates, the scenario obtained is statistically unreliable, most likely as a result of Malagasy gene flow into Comorians from Moheli (Tables S11).

Finally, we tested for sex-biased admixture events by performing t tests based on the three genetic ancestries estimated by the ADMIXTURE analyses (Figure 3; Table S11).
all show significant female-biased gene flow from Africa in Kenyan Swahili populations, Comorian communities, and the Malagasy (Table S11; Figures S3, S7, and S11). These data suggest constant interaction between the Swahili communities and African females, which allow for intense gene flow from the Middle East. Although the main ancestral groups (Swahili and Banjar) are common to both Comorian and Malagasy populations, the timing and sex-bias are different, suggesting different population dynamics.

**Discussion**

**The Swahili Corridor Is a Bantu Genetic Continuum**

In concert with the expansion and intensification of the Indian Ocean trading network, the Swahili established a major input from Bantu-speaking populations (Figure S12), especially those currently living in Central Africa, and most likely corresponds to the results of previous archaeological and genetic studies that identify a genetic continuum (Figure 1; Figure S7). Although our sampling does not include Swahili communities from Tanzania or Mozambique, which could bring some complexity to the presently drawn genetic landscape, the high proportion of specific African genetic ancestries shared by populations from both ends of the Swahili Corridor supports the idea of a genetic continuum. This African genetic diversity has a major input from Bantu-speaking populations (Figure S12), especially those currently living in Central Africa, and most likely corresponds to the results of previous archaeological and genetic studies that identify a genetic continuum.

Although, consistent with uniparental data (Tables S1 and S2), no sex bias was observed in Kenyan Swahili populations, Comorian communities all show significant female-biased gene flow from Africa (p < 0.05) and Asia (p < 0.05). This contrasts with strong male-biased gene flow from the Middle East, significant in Anjouan and Grande Comore islands (p < 0.01), as previously reported from uniparental markers. This pattern was not observed in the Malagasy, but male-biased African ancestry and female-biased Asian ancestry was observed in Malagasy Mikea (p < 0.01; Table S13) and nominally observed in Malagasy Vezo, as previously observed across Madagascar. Although the main ancestral groups (Swahili and Banjar) are common to both Comorian and Malagasy populations, the timing and sex-bias are different, suggesting different population dynamics.

Contacts with the other populations brought new goods and social practices to East Africa. However, in Kenya, this interaction did not drive intense gene flows, contrary to what is observed in many other groups around the Indian Ocean rim. For example, our sampling from a Kenyan Swahili community of Lamu, whose tradition evokes marriages with Chinese sailors from Zheng He’s expedition to Africa (1405–1433 CE), shows no significant Asian gene flow (Figure 2; Table S11). The most noticeable genetic input in Kenya comes from the Middle East.
the Antemoro.\textsuperscript{3,62} This contact was detected at a low level and only on the Y chromosome,\textsuperscript{17} perhaps explaining its limited appearance in this study. Our analyses also show this sex-biased admixture, which is particularly significant in Anjouan (\( p < 0.05; \) Table S13). This male-driven gene flow from Middle Eastern groups, albeit limited, could coincide with their cultural influence in the Swahili Corridor, initiated since the end of the first millennium.\textsuperscript{8} Particularly, the period around the 13\textsuperscript{th}-14\textsuperscript{th} centuries CE is characterized by migrations of peasants, merchants, and religious teachers, known as sharifs, mostly from Hadramawt (south Arabia) to East Africa and the Comoros.\textsuperscript{1,6} They established culturally, politically, and economically influential families that integrated into the Swahili communities. Interestingly some of these family lineages were even present in both Comoros and Lamu archipelagos.\textsuperscript{1,6} Overall, the Swahili genetic characteristics correspond well to the known history of their culture, and archaeological and linguistic evidence supports its emergence as an indigenous African phenomenon that experienced long-term contacts and exchanges with Middle Eastern groups.\textsuperscript{1,64}

**The Comoros Are the Earliest Meeting Point between African and Asian Genomes**

The mechanism of Austronesian settlement in East Africa has long been unclear, and questions concerning the exact origin of Austronesian-speaking groups, route(s) taken, relative dates of migration, and admixture with local populations remain. We find here that the Comoros archipelago shows the earliest genetic contact between Austronesian and East African peoples and that this contact results from the dispersal of a group genetically close to the present Banjar population from southeast Borneo around the end of the first millennium.\textsuperscript{10} Both Comorian and Malagasy groups derive from an admixture event between a Swahili community and a Malay or Banjar group (Figure 3; Tables S11 and S12). Remarkably, this Austronesian gene flow is not detected on the African continent or elsewhere in the Indian Ocean rim west of Southeast Asia (e.g., in southern Eurasia), confirming previous results that suggest this dispersal followed a relatively direct route toward the Comoros archipelago and Madagascar.\textsuperscript{5,10} However, the dynamics of admixture strongly differ in these two insular territories. Whereas the proportion of the Banjar or Malay genetic ancestry reaches 37\% in the studied Malagasy populations and can reach up to 64\% in the Highlands,\textsuperscript{19,65,66} its highest frequency in Comorians is 20\% (Figures 2 and 3; Tables S11 and S12). This difference can be explained either by limited Asian gene flow into Comorian groups as compared to Malagasy groups or by a higher Swahili genetic input into Comorian populations (Figure S13). The latter hypothesis seems more likely, because the Comoros archipelago was host to major Swahili settlements and Comorian groups currently speak a Bantu language, as opposed to the Austronesian language spoken in Madagascar.

Another major difference lies in the timing of these admixture events. These dates do not track migration events per se but do illuminate strong anthropological interactions between individuals of Swahili and Austronesian ancestries. Confirming previous results,\textsuperscript{10,16,19} the earliest detected admixture event in Madagascar occurred during the late 11\textsuperscript{th} century in groups located on the easternmost coast of the island. This postdates the earliest date of admixture in the Comoros, which is estimated to be in the 8\textsuperscript{th} century for the communities of Anjouan, the eastern island of the archipelago in our dataset (Tables S11 and S12). These dates coincide broadly with the time frame of Austronesian settlement in each territory as inferred from archaeological data. For example, analyses of ancient crop remains suggest older dates for Asian crops in the Comoros (8\textsuperscript{th}-11\textsuperscript{th} centuries) than in Madagascar (11\textsuperscript{th}-13\textsuperscript{th} centuries).\textsuperscript{15} More archaeological and genetic data from the north of Madagascar, where Austronesians are thought to have first settled on the island, are currently lacking to ground this conclusion, but it is remarkable that genetic and archaeological analyses broadly converge chronologically. We cannot precisely determine whether Malagasy and Comorian populations are descendants of two separate admixture events involving similar ancestral populations, or whether they are instead daughter groups from an already admixed common ancestor. Some linguistic analyses of the Malagasy language suggest contact with African culture prior to its dispersal to Madagascar and thus support the latter option.\textsuperscript{67–69} However, our analyses, which were based on testing of different admixture scenarios, do not show that populations currently present in the Comoros and Madagascar arose from a single admixed source population. On the other hand, we did find evidence that significant Malagasy gene flow occurred specifically into the Comorian community on Moheli Island as late as the 19\textsuperscript{th} century (Table S11). This almost certainly reflects recent interactions between the two areas, rather than direct early ancestry, though, given that Moheli island, which belonged to the Ndzuwani Sultanate from Anjouan for centuries, was partially depopulated by the slave trade and only became independent in 1830 after the arrival of Malagasy migrants.\textsuperscript{2} Because of the genetic similarity between populations from Madagascar and Comoros, other gene flows between the two cannot be ruled out, but our result suggests that, if there were any gene flows, they were limited. Overall, our analyses point to a shared genetic history between modern Comorians and Malagasy and suggest that this shared history is linked to the exceptional Austronesian migration to East Africa, but they also emphasize independent population dynamics that led to genetic diversification on each set of islands. Although more genetic data from northern Madagascar and mainland East Africa would help to test these hypotheses, the broad convergence of our results with recent findings from archaeology\textsuperscript{15} point to the Comoros archipelago.
as the primary gateway for Austronesian gene flow into the Swahili Corridor at the dawn of the second millennium.
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